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1982: the Cabrera monopole

� One super-conducting ring 

detector 20 cm2

� Sign monopole by 2Φ0 flux 
change

� One event had the exact 

characteristics of the signal 

expected for a monopole 

traversing the coil

� No obvious background 

factors could account for the

signal observed

Blas Cabrera, Phys. Rev. 

Lett. 48 (1982) 1378
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� Strategy to improve the
detection efficiency and
background rejection of 
initial Cabrera experiment

� Miguel (together with J. 
Hammam) proposed to use 
a closed 6-face gradiometer

� A monopole should then
cross exactly two phases 
with 2Φ0 flux change

� Better rejection of spurious
external flux changes

� IBM as a competitor (Fig.)
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� The Frejus proton decay

detector weighed ≈ 1000 tons 
and had about one million (!) 

electronic channels

� We used a subset of the Geiger 

cells to attempt a monopole 

detection
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� Very large dedicated

experiment, MACRO in the

Gran Sasso underground 

laboratory: also a negative

result, below the Parker limit

(galactic B)
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Spiral galaxies, such as our own 

Milky Way, are rotating.

Surprise !
The rotation speed is not 

decreasing when the distance 

from the galactic center is 

increased, but keeps almost 

constant.
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Matter must extend far beyond 

the galactic visible part.
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Dark Matter could extend at radii 5 

times larger than the observable 

(luminous) radius of a galaxy.

But what is it made of ? : 
- gas ?
- dark stars (MACHOs) ?
- exotic particles ?
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To improve the sensitivity of 

experiments, it is mandatory :

- to hide underground to be 

protected from cosmic-rays (100 are

crossing your body every second),

- to add a shield against rock natural 

radioactivity,

- to purify detector materials

- to be able able to reject 

radioactive background
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Loidl in Edelweiss 

for AgAl samples)

� extreme sensitivity, 

but very low

impedance => 

compulsory to use 

SQUIDs as readout
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� Automated test bench for magnetic samples from 300 K to 
4K, and from 4K to 10-20 mK

� Completely automated, regulated and highly stabilized
temperature controlled by a few thermometers (CERNOX, 
RuO2, Ge)

� For example, temperature estimate: linear approximation 
not satisfying for Miguel

� Use instead Chebyshev polynomials

� Extreme care in the overlap region of different
thermometers

� Control plateau and temperature fluctuations before
accepting measurement

� Miguel soon controlled the whole programming system
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� These are only a few examples of our

interactions with Miguel

� Discussions with him were always enriching

and opened new possibilities

� There was one drawback: we had to suffer his

horrible tobacco, carefully manufactured by 

Miguel himself, and without any filter

� But we miss you very much, Miguel…
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